ACROSS
1. Some centerfolds
10. Yawning place
15. Celeste's husband, in kiddie-lit
20. The most successful film of 1990
21. Way to go
22. Coat cut, sometimes
23. Basically
24. Skating rival of Boitano
25. Looming outcome?
26. “Conjunction Junction” mention
27. Keeps afloat
29. Newscaster Couric
30. Leopold's partner
32. Final part
33. His machine won a gold medal in the Paris Exhibition of 1867
35. Sour fruits
37. Mulligans, in golf
38. Canterbury Tales tale-teller
39. “Bud”
40. Stationer's staples
42. Earth tone
44. Restaurateur's desire
46. The Rise of Silas Lapham author
49. Enters, as a parking place
51. Paper Moon's two stars
52. Tasmanian-born actor
53. “Exact change” alternative
57. They're spring-loaded
58. The E of REO Speedwagon
59. Kay Thompson's heroine
67. Author Sarah ___ Jewett
68. December 13, for example
69. Microbiologist Sabin
71. “Tho” preceder, sometimes
72. Brook
73. 1972 U.S. Open champion
75. “Someone to Watch Over Me” source
77. Resembling boxers or fencers
78. Like some hospital patients
81. Farm cats, often
82. Containing lime
83. Times to grab a club, perhaps
86. Imply
87. Start of a common conjugation
88. Scratch
89. It begins “In the name of the most merciful God”
92. Vespasian or Valerian, e.g.
96. Barbecue favorite

98. Jack Lemmon movie
100. Additional
101. Gouvernements body
102. Harmonicas
105. The End of the Affair actor
106. “___ You Glad You're You?”
107. Mother of J.R. and Bobby
108. Frequent department store feature
110. Threshold
111. Gauchy gear
112. Bull Run nickname
113. “Rocky mountain canaries
114. Young haddock
115. It holds up the show

DOWN
1. Lab containers
2. Palindromic premier of the '60s
3. Painter Modigliani
4. Final word of Ulysses
5. Boom holder
6. Clear-witted
7. Needle holders
8. Confines
9. Like some tournament players
10. It comes with lots of extras
11. Romanian dance
12. More ascetic
13. Five-time Super Bowl champs
14. Description of old England
15. Places for some drivers?
16. Subject of 90-Across
17. Tidal pool or forest canopy, e.g.
18. Doivelike
19. Fixes pumps, in a way
20. Disdainful
21. “Get serious!”
22. Most Monopoly properties
23. Markets
24. Campanis and Capp
26. Loop of ___
27. Threshold
28. Gauchy gear
29. Bull Run nickname
30. “Rocky mountain canaries
31. Young haddock
32. It holds up the show

58. Laurie's aunt, on Broadway
60. Ruffles Light ingredient
61. In Country actress Judith
64. Tracy Chapman hit
65. First, at first
70. Plan for the future
72. It's in the rite
74. Sweet liqueurs
76. It was under Turkish rule from 1389 to 1913
77. Heater
79. Steroid description
80. Like some positions abroad
81. Security guard, often
82. Tapioca sources
83. What A can stand for
84. Temporary replacements
86. Rap variety
89. Race officials
91. Least well-done
93. Word with coil or sin
94. Colored ring
95. Just about
97. Compass
99. Pointless
103. King Peter II's successor
104. It goes by runners
109. You could be struck with it